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  Vintage Bulbs Back in Fashion 

Centuries-Old Stinzen Gardens Experiences Renaissance  

PHILADELPHIA, PA (July 2021) – Stinzenplanten, stinzen gardens, and stinzen-style lawns may 

be new concepts to many gardeners, but their history is centuries old. The first botanical 

explorers began importing bulbs from central Asia and the Mediterranean to the Netherlands in the 16th 

century. And, they brought back more than tulips. 

Stinzen gardens can be found in many parts of the Netherlands but are especially prevalent in the 

northern region of Friesland. The word “stins” is a medieval Frisian word meaning a fortified brick 

house, a kind of small castle for noble families. Only the wealthy could have afforded to build in brick 

hundreds of years ago. These estate holders also had access to the newly imported bulbs and decorated 

their estates with a succession of small, spring-flowering bulbs.  

These bulbs were planted and left to multiply for centuries, are still evident today in sweeping fields of 

beautiful colors near old estates, churches, and historical parks. While they have naturalized where they 

were planted, they are not found in the surrounding areas.  

Stinzen gardens became especially popular toward the end of the 18th century, coinciding with the 

emergence of the English landscape style. Across Great Britain and Europe, landscape design moved 

away from formal gardens toward a more naturalistic style. This kind of planting fit the zeitgeist of the 

time beautifully. 

It’s unknown if stinzen gardens were the predecessors of what we refer to today as “naturalizing,” but 

they likely had some influence.  The same vintage bulbs used hundreds of years ago in these Dutch 

gardens are still perfect for naturalizing today. They grow well in sparse lawns under deciduous trees 

and shrubs, taking advantage of the leafless canopy to soak up the spring sunlight.  

Using spring-flowering bulbs for naturalizing is a gratifying garden style that requires very little input and 

will bloom for two months or more. Once planted, the bulbs come back year after year, multiplying each 

season for a bigger and bigger floral display. They provide an early food source for pollinators and are 

food for the soul for us humans after the long winter.  

Think long-term about where you are planting. Bulbs do best in well-draining soils and can tolerate full 

sun or part shade. Avoid planting them where rainwater collects on the soil surface, such as the foot of a 

hill or end of a drainpipe. Flower bulbs that stand in water too long have a greater chance of drowning 

due to a lack of oxygen. Most early flowering bulbs do well when planted under deciduous trees. The 

flowers emerge before or as new leaves unfurl and go dormant by the time the trees provide heavy 

shade. 

This Campaign is financed with aid from the European Union. 
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Peggy Anne Montgomery at peggyanne@gardenmediagroup.com or 610-444-3040 

or Lindsay Day atlindsay@gardenmediagroup.com or 610-444-3040 
 

 

 

 

  

Garden Media Group specializes in the home, garden, horticulture, outdoor-living, lawn and landscape 

industries. They offer innovative PR campaigns designed to secure top media placements and partnerships with 

traditional and social media. For gardening tips, new product announcements, and PR and marketing tips, visit 

www.gardenmediagroup.com. 


